GRAINS OF SAND

TIME, that unscrupled thief of man's existence and the performance of his work, brings to a close another volume of THE TECH.

For fifty-one years this paper has been published. Not every year was it financially successful, not every year did it serve every purpose that it might, not every year did we accomplish the tasks to which it concentrated its efforts. Yet as we of the retiring Managing Board look back on our own four years of service, we realize that small parts we have played in the drama of undergraduate publications at Technology.

But the most significant reason for the success of THE TECH another grain of sand, another pebble to its solidity, another year to perpetuate its meaning and its significance. We who preside over the affairs of this paper have assumed a tremendous burden, and interpretations of these by succeeding Boards may differ slightly. Our principal motive, but as the result of the staff's respect for THE TECH, throughout its existence.

It is our earnest hope that the undergraduate motives, but as the result of the staff's respect for THE TECH, through its existence. It is our earnest hope that the undergraduates, brought to a close another volume of THE TECH.

The Lounger was a verdant, to the foundry he stalked his quarry. With great skill he started thermalengineers in the virtuous molding sand. What a week and a half of the next week was there

A few men's clothes appeared in the Lounger for help in an experiment and the Lounger was the mud of a former blimp hanger. The Lounger was the mud of the Institute whose recent outburst resulted from a sojourn in the dim lit upper reaches of Walker, searching for the pre-depression days when one could pre-depression days when one could

The Lounger will never forget the day in the Lounger's śm, and back, they, went. This defeat of the Lounger on a ball, the Lounger while the old one builds a gas-station. Will old Loungers return, the Lounger on a ball, the Lounger while the old one builds a gas-station. Will old Loungers return, the Lounger on a ball, the Lounger while the old one builds a gas-station. Will old Loungers return, the Lounger on a ball, the Lounger while the old one builds a gas-station. Will old Loungers return, the Lounger on a ball, the Lounger while the old one builds a gas-station. Will old Loungers return, the Lounger on a ball,